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Historical Fiction Writer Unveils Debut Book

From Mary Frances Fisher comes her debut novel, Paradox Forged in Blood, a book based on true events
and stories passed down from the author's family.

CLEVELAND - Aug. 23, 2016 - PRLog -- A historical suspense novel, Paradox Forged in Blood, is set in
Cleveland, Ohio during the late 1930s. Four decades after the murder of socialite, Louis Sheridan, the cold
case is resurrected with receipt of new evidence that transports detectives back to Nazi Germany and the
only living witness must confront a haunting secret and her complicit actions.

Comments Mary Frances, "Writing Paradox Forged in Blood was cathartic for me following the death of
my mother—a wonderfully compassionate and caring woman who possessed the soul and spirit of a true
Irish lass. It enabled me to cast her in a wonderful murder mystery at a time when the world was reeling
from the Great Depression before being thrust into World War II. In spite of a world gone seemingly mad,
she discovers that love, family, and a sense of humor brought much-needed sanity to an otherwise chaotic
time."

"Paradox Forged in Blood has intrigue, but it's much more than a murder mystery or a war novel. It's a
family saga about self-discovery and coming to terms with the past while looking toward the future." —
Books & Benches

Paradox Forged in Blood is published by Cambron Press and available at all major online retailers in
e-book format, and select retailers in paperback.

Author: Mary Frances Fisher, a lifelong resident of Cleveland OH, has spent the majority of her career as a
legal nurse consultant and signed with Taxi Modeling and Talent Agency as a commercial print model in
2012. With Germaine Moody and writer contributions from over 100 countries, she co-authored her first
published work in 2013, 50 Seeds of Greatness.

Her additional writing experiences include several short stories published by Transcendent Publishing:
"Earning My Wings" in Touched by an Angel: A Collection of Divinely Inspired Stories and Poems,
October 2013; "Mercy's Legacy" in Best of Spiritual Writers Network 2013, December 2013; "Be Careful
What You Wish For" in The Best of Spiritual Writers Network 2014, January 2015; and "The Gift" in
Finding Our Wings: A Collection of Angelic Stories and Poems, March 2016.

She has written a screenplay based on "Mercy's Legacy" and is working on a Paradox Forged in Blood
companion novel, Growing Up O'Malley. Mary Frances lives in a suburb of Cleveland with her family. 
Visit her at www.maryfrancesfisher.com.
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